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DNA sequences for the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene were determined for 13 
species of sharks. Rates and patterns of amino acid replacement are compared for 
sharks and mammals. Absolute rates of cytochrome b evolution are six times slower 
in sharks than in mammals. Bivariate plots of the number of nonsynonymous and 
silent transversions are indistinguishable in the two groups, however, suggesting 
that the differences in amino acid replacement rates are due primarily to differences 
in DNA substitution rates. Patterns of amino acid replacement are also similar in 
the two groups. Conserved and variable regions occur in the same parts of the 
cytochrome b gene, and there is little evidence that the types of amino acid changes 
are significantly different between the groups. Similarity in the relative rates and 
patterns of protein change between the two groups prevails despite dramatic dif- 
ferences in the cellular environments of sharks and mammals. Poor penetrance of 
physiological differences through to rates of protein evolution provides support for 
the neutral theory and suggests that, for cytochrome b, patterns of evolution have 
been relatively constant throughout much of vertebrate history. 

Introduction 

Amino acid changes in proteins are thought to show a variety of levels of evo- 
lutionary constraint. Some amino acid positions of a protein are under strong selective 
constraints, especially those that help make up the active site of enzymes or ligand- 
binding domains in proteins (Kimura 1983, p. 103). Substitutions at these positions 
tend to have relatively large effects and are generally selected against, and this “pu- 
rifying” selection reduces evolutionary rate at these positions. Other amino acid po- 
sitions are thought to have little functional role, and changes at these positions are 
thought to have only minor selective effects. Depending on population size, these 
selective effects may be “nearly neutral” (Kimura 1979)) and amino acid evolution 
at these positions proceeds at a faster rate than it does in regions of high functional 
constraint. This class of sites can be considered free to vary. 

Overall, the pace of protein evolution is set by two factors: ( 1) the rate of mutation 
and (2) the fraction of sites that are free to vary. Of these two factors, interprotein 
difference in the fraction of sites free to vary appears to explain most observed cases 
of evolutionary rate heterogeneity. Two lines of evidence support this view. First, it 
is well known that rates of evolution among nonhomologous proteins within an or- 
ganism vary more than two orders of magnitude (Nei 1987, table 4.4). Because mu- 
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tation pressure across the genome does not vary by this amount (Wolfe et al. 1989). 
heterogeneity among genes must reflect differences in functional constraints on pro-, 
teins. Proteins with a high proportion of sites that are free to vary experience more 
rapid rates of evolution than do proteins with a high proportion of sites exhibiting 
large selective effects (Palumbi 1989). Second, when homologous proteins are com- 
pared across a large number of taxa, the number of amino acid differences between 
species increases approximately linearly with time (Kimura 1983, pp. 98-103; Nei 
1987, fig. 4.3). This is explained by assuming that the functional characteristics of the: 
protein and the mutation rates are similar in divergent taxa (Kimura 1983, pp. 98- 
103). Even in cases where mutation rates per year differ between groups (i.e., between 
rodents and large mammals; Wu and Li 1985; Li et al. 1987), these differences have 
little influence on the evolutionary rate of proteins (Kimura 1987; Gillespie 1989). 

Given that the functional characteristics of a protein derive from the amino acid1 
sequence as well as from the physical environment in which the protein functions, it 
is not surprising that change in an important residue(s) (e.g., the loss of zinc-ligandl 
residues in rodent insulin; Beintema and Campagne 1987) or acquisition of a new 
function (e.g., recruitment of lysozyme as a digestive enzyme; Jolles et al. 1989) may 
transiently accelerate evolutionary rate. Likewise, if the cellular environment in whichL 
a protein function changes, then it is possible that the proportion of replacements that 
are adaptive to those that are selectively neutral will also shift and thereby result in aI 
burst of evolution (Gillespie 1987). Later, when the protein becomes adapted to its 
novel functional properties or environment, the rate of amino acid replacement will 
depend on the new constraints (fig. 1). 

So far, most detailed studies of protein evolution have focused on mammals., 
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FIG. 1 .-Model of molecular rate variation. Shown is the hypothetical acceleration in molecular evolution 

after a change in protein function or in the cellular environment, followed by resumption of a constant rate 
of evolution at a pace determined by the new fraction of sites that are free to vary (the neutral space). 
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which maintain remarkably constant intracellular environments. Comparing the pat- 
terns of amino acid replacement in mammals with those in groups with very different 
physiologies would show whether protein evolution -and, by inference, constraints 
on protein function -rely heavily on details of cellular environments. To accomplish 
this, we have compared the evolution of the mitochondrially coded cytochrome b 
gene in mammals (Irwin et al. 199 1) with that of sharks and rays (class Chondrichthyes; 
subclass Elasmobranchii). We chose to focus on cytochrome b because ( 1) there are 
complete sequences for a wide variety of vertebrates, including 18 mammals (Irwin 
et al. 199 1) and representatives from other vertebrate classes, (2) the structure-function 
characteristics of the protein are well known (Howell 1989)) (3) evolution of mito- 
chondrial proteins occurs predominantly by single nucleotide substitutions, thereby 
limiting possible sources of substitution rate variation (Brown 1985), and (4) lack of 
recombination (Brown 1985) simplifies the task of interpreting any observed differences 
in molecular evolution within or between groups. 

Elasmobranchs are superb organisms by which to test the generality of molecular 
evolution in vertebrates, because there is an abundant stratigraphic record for elas- 
mobranchs (Maisey 1984; Cappetta 1987, pp. 70-71, 85-106, and 111-127) that 
facilitates accurate calibration of rates of DNA and protein sequence evolution. Equally 
important, chondrichthyian fishes exhibit marked physiological differences from 
mammals. For example, sharks and rays maintain high intra- and extracellular con- 
centrations of urea (Yancey et al. 1982), an osmoregulatory adaptation that occurs 
in a number of groups of “primitive” fishes (Mommeson and Walsh 1989). Urea has 
been shown to inactivate proteins (Herskovits et al. 1970) and to disrupt DNA tran- 
scription ( Sanzey and Ullmann 1980; Bielinska and Hulanicka 1986) at concentrations 
found in marine elasmobranchs, and so molecular evolution in this group is occurring 
in an extreme cellular environment ( Moyes and Moon 1987). Moreover, some proteins 
in marine sharks have been shown to require urea for normal function (Yancey and 
Somero 1978; Moyes and Moon 1987), suggesting that at least some proteins have 
adapted to cellular stress through the fixation of specific amino acids. In addition, 
marine elasmobranchs have a lower thermostatic capability than do mammals, re- 
quiring proteins to function over a wide range of temperatures. Because energy and 
volume properties of proteins can be influenced by changes at a large percentage of 
sites, many amino acid changes may be disruptive for proteins that have to function 
at a wide range of temperatures (Somero and Low 1977) but would have little effect 
in a relatively constant thermal environment. Thus, poikilothermy may impose stronger 
constraints on protein evolution (Thomas and Beckenbach 1989). 

Material and Methods 
DNA Sources and Extraction 

Thirteen species of elasmobranchs in three orders were obtained for this study 
(table 1). Fish were collected by longline, were speared, or were obtained from local 
fishermen and fish markets. Liver pieces ( l-5 g) were excised from the fresh fish and 
were placed in either liquid nitrogen or ethanol (70%-95%). Frozen samples were 
stored at -80°C until used. Samples placed in ethanol were stored at 4°C. DNA was 
extracted in two ways: for the blue shark, tiger shark, scalloped hammerhead, Atlantic 
bonnethead, horn shark, sandbar shark, and smalltail shark, mtDNA was purified by 
cesium chloride-ethidium bromide gradient ultracentrifugation (Lansman et al. 198 1) . 
For the remaining samples, - 1 g of the liver was homogenized in 3 ml of buffer (75 
mM EDTA, 250 mM sucrose, 50 mM Tris pH 7.5) and was centrifuged for 2 min at 
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Table 1 
Species for Which Cytochrome b Sequences Were Determined 

Species Name Common Name GenBank Accession Number 

Carcharhiniformes: 
Carcharhinus plumbeus 
C. porosus 
Prionace glauca . . . . 
Negaprion brevirostris 
Sphyrna tiburo vespertina 
S. t. tiburo 
S. lewini . . 
Galeocerdo cuvier . . 

Lamniformes: 
Carcharodon carcharias 
Isurus oxyrynchus . . 
I. paucus 
Lamna nasus . 

Heterodontiformes: 
Heterodontus fransci . . 

Sandbar shark 
Smalltail shark 
Blue shark 
Lemon shark 
Pacific bonnethead 
Atlantic bonnethead 
Scalloped hammerhead 
Tiger shark 

White shark 
Shortfin mako 
Longfin mako 
Porbeagle 

Horn shark 

LO8032 
LO8033 
LO8040 
LO8039 
LO8043 
LO8042 
LO804 1 
LO8034 

LO803 1 
LO8036 
LO8037 
LO8038 

LO8035 

2,000 g. The supernatant was centrifuged for 5 min at 10,000 g, and the pellet was 
resuspended in 500 ~1 of lysis buffer (75 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 1% SDS, 
100 pg proteinase K/ml) and incubated at 65°C for 32 h. The sample was extracted 
two times with 1 X Tris-EDTA-saturated (pH 7.5) phenol, once with chloroform, 
and once with chloroform and isoamyl alcohol (24 : 1) . The DNA was precipitated 
by the addition of Y2 vol of 7.5 M ammonium acetate and 3 vol of cold 95% ethanol. 
The DNA was pelleted by centrifugation, washed twice with 70% ethanol, dried under 
vacuum, and redissolved in 100 ~1 of 0.1 X Tris-EDTA, pH 7.5. 

DNA Amplification and Sequencing 

The cytochrome b gene was amplified by the polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 
using the primers whose gene locations and sequences are presented in figure 2. Typ- 
ically, only a portion of the gene was amplified at any one time, by means of an 
appropriate combination of two or three primers. For example, to determine the se- 
quence flanked by the GluCb primer and CB3, amplifications were carried out with 
these two primers and a third primer, ThrCb. The third primer was added at ‘/s the 
normal concentration. This nested amplification procedure improved the yield and 
specificity of the reactions. 

Double-strand DNA (dsDNA) PCR amplifications were performed in 50-pl re- 
actions containing 10 mM Tris ( pH 8.3 ) , 1.5 mM MgC12, 50 mM KCl, 0.0 1% gelatin, 
0.0 1% NP40, 200 FM each deoxynucleotide, 0.5 PM each primer, and 1 U Taq poly- 
merase (Perkin Elmer Cetus). PCR cycle conditions were 94°C for 30 s (denatur- 
ation), 50”-55°C for 15 s (annealing), and 72°C for 30 s (extension), for 30 cycles. 
Single-strand DNA (ssDNA) for sequencing was produced by asymmetrical amplifi- 
cation directly from 1 ~1 of the dsDNA product, under the same conditions but with 
only a single primer. 

DNA sequencing was performed either on ssDNA from asymmetrical amplifi- 
cation or directly from dsDNA. ssDNA was purified by centrifugal filtration using 
Centricon- tubes or by selective precipitation in 2.5 M ammonium acetate and 50% 
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FIG. 2.-Schematic of the cytochrome b and flanking glutamine (Glu) and threonine (Thr) tRNA 
genes, showing PCR amplification and dideoxy sequencing strategy. Sequences and locations of primers 
used to amplify and sequence cytochrome b are as follows (in the description of primer locations, L and H 
refer to L-strand and H-strand, respectively, and the numbers indicate the location of the primer in the 
human sequence; Anderson et al. 198 1): A, GluDG-L14724-TGACT TGAAR AACCA YCGTT G; B, 
CB 1 L- 148 17-CCATC CAACA TCTCA GCATG ATGAAA; C, CB2H- 15 175-CCCTC AGAAT GATAT 
TTGTC CTCA; D, CB3H- 15560~C&AA ATAGG AARTA TCATT C; E, CB3RL- 15560-CATAT TAAAC 
CCGAA TGATA YTT; F, CB4L-15053-ATATT AYGGC TCCTA CCT; G, CB4aL-15040-AACAA 
AGAAA CCTGA AAYAT YGG; and H, CB6ThrH-15930-CTCCA GTCTT CGRCT TACAA G. 

propanol. dsDNA was prepared for sequencing by gel purification of the fragment, 
followed by application of GeneClean (Bio 10 1) (Palumbi et al. 199 1, p. 17 ). Both 
ssDNA and dsDNA were sequenced by the dideoxy method using Sequenase v.2.0 
(U.S. Biochemicals) according to the method of Palumbi et al. ( 199 1, pp. 16-18). 
Sequencing reactions were subject to electrophoresis through 6% acrylamide, 8 M urea 
gels, by means of a buffer gradient containing 1 X Tris-borate-EDTA in the top well 
and 1 X Tris-borate-EDTA and 0.3 M sodium acetate in the lower well. For each 
species, DNA sequence for the entire cytochrome b gene was sequenced for a single 
individual. The reliability of the sequence data was checked in two ways. Portions of 
the gene were sequenced for several individuals for four species, and sequencing re- 
actions were performed in both directions for -60% of the gene. 

Analysis 

The absolute rate of protein evolution was estimated in two ways. First, the 
protein sequences were deduced from the DNA sequences, were aligned, and were 
subjected to parsimony analysis (PAUP, v.3.0, Swofford 1990), and the number of 
amino acid changes along lineages was counted. Indels were omitted from the analysis. 
Average and standard deviations of the number of amino acid changes along lineages 
from nodes of the topology that are represented in the fossil record (see fig. 3) were 
calculated and plotted against divergence time. Average rates of amino acid replacement 
were estimated by standard linear regression through the origin. Second, within each 
taxonomic group, all pairwise DNA sequence comparisons were performed, to yield 
a matrix of corrected numbers of nonsynonymous substitutions per site (estimated 
by using the equation for K, in Wu and Li 1985 ) . Branch lengths for lineages of the 
topology in figure 3 were estimated by using least-squares analysis [with the FITCH 
algorithm in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1989)] and were plotted against origination times 
for lineages that are represented in the fossil record (see fig. 3). Average numbers of 
nonsynonymous substitutions were estimated by linear regression through the origin. 
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FIG. 3.-Phylogenetic hypotheses of the relationships among the species studied. The topology for 

sharks was based on integration of information, on first-appearance times, from the fossil record (Maisey 
1984; Cappetta 1987, pp. 70-7 1, 85- 106, and I 1 l-127); on phylogenetic analysis of silent transversion 

substitutions in mitochondrial DNA (with PAUP, maximum-likelihood, and least-squares clustering tech- 
niques: also see Martin et al. 1992); and on phylogenetic analysis of allozyme data (G. J. P. Naylor, personal 
communication). The tree for mammals is based on phylogenetic analysis of all transversion substitutions 
(see Irwin et al. 199 1, fig. 5A), with the exception that the elephant is unresolved with regard to its relationship 
to rodents, human, and the rest of the taxa. Numbers indicate nodes identified in the fossil record that were 
used to calibrate rates of evolution for sharks and mammals. Origination dates (in Mya) associated with 
each node number are as follows: sharks (from Maisey 1984: Cappetta 1987: Martin et al. 1992)-l, 3.5: 
2, 30; 3, 40; 4, 55: 5, 55: 6, 140; and 7, 180: and mammals (Savage and Russell 1983; Jaeger et al. 1986)~-- 
1. 5; 2, 11; 3. 20: 4. 55; and 5, 80. 
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To gauge the rate of protein evolution relative to the accumulation of DNA 
substitutions, we constructed a pairwise matrix of the corrected number of transversion 
differences per fourfold-degenerate (silent) site ( Wu and Li 1985) for each taxonomic 
group. The number of transversions per silent site provides an estimate of the amount 
of DNA mutation. For each taxonomic group, the nonsynonymous and silent trans- 
version matrices were subjected to least-squares analysis (using FITCH in PHYLIP) 
to estimate branch lengths for input topologies. For mammals, the topology based on 
all transversion substitutions was used (Irwin et al. 199 1, fig. 5A). For sharks, the 
least-squares topology generated from transversion changes at fourfold-degenerate sites 
was used (see Martin et al. 1992), with the horn shark as the common outgroup to 
the two sister clades, the carcharhiniform and lamniform sharks ( Maisey 1984). Branch 
lengths were log transformed, and bivariate plots for each group provided time-in- 
dependent assessments of protein evolution relative to accumulation of DNA 
mutations. 

The spatial distribution of amino acid replacements along the protein was assessed 
by determining the number of positions that experienced one or more replacements 
in each of 38 blocks of 10 amino acids from the amino acid sequence alignment. 
Protein domains were defined on the basis of the cytochrome b structural model 
published by Howell ( 1989). 

The relative variability for each of the three domains (inner surface, outer surface, 
and transmembrane) for elasmobranchs and mammals were compared by using the 
equation 

Rv = H W VP) - UWNPWUWNP) , (1) 

where Vr is the number of varied amino acid positions in the particular domain, Vp 
is the total number of varied amino acid positions across the whole protein, Nr is the 
number of amino acids in the domain, and Np is the total number of amino acids in 
the protein. Values of Rv can range from -1 to + 1. Positive values of Rv indicate 
that the region is more variable than the whole protein, whereas negative values indicate 
that the region is less variable than the whole protein. 

Finally, conservation of amino acid replacement was assessed by calculating the 
absolute difference in polarity (P), hydrophobicity (H), volume (V), and pK for 
amino acid replacements on the basis of the values published by Horimoto et al. 
( 1990). Average physicochemical scores were used to qualitatively compare the nature 
of amino acid replacement in elasmobranchs and mammals. 

Results 
Sequences 

The cytochrome b gene is 1,146 bp in all sharks examined. All sequences begin 
with a methionine codon and end with either TAA or TAG stop codons. An alignment 
of the variable amino acids for the sharks and 12 species of mammals is provided in 
the Appendix. 

In sharks, there is little intraspecific sequence variation. There was one poly- 
morphic third codon position in 630 bp sequenced for four individuals of the smalltail 
shark. Similarly, across 430 bp from four individuals of the sandbar shark and two 
individuals of blue shark collected in different oceans, we detected five and four tran- 
sition polymorphisms, respectively, all at third positions of codons. There were no 
polymorphic sites detected in 600 bp from two scalloped hammerheads, one from the 
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central Pacific Ocean and the other from the eastern Pacific Ocean. These preliminary 
surveys of intraspecific sequence variation suggest that the gene trees and species trees 
for sharks are equivalent and that there are likely to be few, if any, amino acid differences 
between conspecific individuals. 

Rates of Protein Evolution Are Slower in Sharks than in Mammals 

With the aid of PAUP (Swofford 1990), the numbers of amino acid replacements 
for the lineages of sharks and mammals were determined and used to calculate the 
average number of amino acid replacements that have occurred since the origination 
of the lineages stemming from each node for which reliable fossil dates are available. 
This provided data to test whether absolute rates of amino acid evolution are similar 
in sharks and mammals (fig. 4). For sharks there is a linear increase in the number 
of amino acid differences over time. By contrast, for mammals the relationship appears 
nonlinear; therefore, the instantaneous rate for mammals was estimated on the basis 
of the median number of amino acid changes for the most recently diverged lineages-- 
sheep and goat. With this method, amino acid replacement rates are estimated to be 
approximately six times slower in sharks than in mammals. Regression analysis revealed 
that, on average, 0.22 and 1.4 amino acid replacements occur per million years in the 
cytochrome h gene in sharks and mammals, respectively. Quantitatively similar results 
were obtained when we regressed the average corrected number of nonsynonymous 
substitutions against divergence times for nodes of the phylogenetic tree. 
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FIG. 4.--Increase in the average (& 2 standard deviations) number of amino acid replacements per 

time, for sharks ( z~nhlackwd .syz~w.s) and mammals ( hluckcncd c~i~/c.t ). For sharks the relationship IIS 

linear. By contrast, for mammals the relationship appears nonlinear, probably because of the influence of 
multiple hits obscuring the actual number of amino acid changes. The dotted line represents the faster rate 
calculated from comparing recently diverged taxa (sheep and goat). 
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DNA Substitution Rate Explains Most of the Difference in Amino Acid 
Replacement Rate 

Martin et al. ( 1992) have previously shown that nucleotide substitution rates at 
silent sites are six to eight times slower in sharks than in mammals. Thus, the slower 
rate of protein evolution in sharks than in mammals may reflect a slower DNA sub- 
stitution rate. To gauge the behavior of all nonsynonymous (replacement) sites relative 
to the accumulation of silent substitutions, the number of nonsynonymous substitu- 
tions per site and the number of transversions per fourfold-degenerate site were esti- 
mated for each lineage, from pairwise distance matrices (table 2) and by using the 
FITCH algorithm in PHYLIP (Felsenstein 1989). After log transformation of the 
data and omission of zero branch lengths, bivariate plotting of the relationship between 
the number of nonsynonymous and the number of silent transversions suggests that 
the ratio of these two types of changes is constant within and between sharks and 
mammals. For both groups, amino acid replacements occur at a rate that is 0.18 the 
rate of silent transversions (fig. 5). 

One shark point, the porbeagle, falls well outside the predictions from linear 
regression (fig. 5 ), however, and is a deviate because of large amino acid diflerences 
between the porbeagle and carcharhinoid sharks, relative to the estimated number of 
silent transversions (see table 2). Least-squares analysis shows that the number of 
silent transversions along the porbeagle branch is severely underestimated when car- 
charhinoid sharks are used as the outgroup. If a carcharhinoid outgroup is not employed 
when branch lengths for the lamnoid sharks (including porbeagle) are estimated, this 
effect is not seen. Therefore, this point was omitted prior to regression analysis. 

In summary, regression analysis of the log-transformed data suggests that differ- 
ences in the rate of accumulation of silent transversions explains most of the difference, 
in absolute rates of cytochrome h evolution, between sharks and mammals (table 3 ). 
Similar results were obtained when branch lengths were estimated by using parsimony 
(i.e., PAUP). 

There Is Little Evidence for Differential Selection between Groups 

To assess whether the overall structure of cytochrome h is conserved between 
sharks and mammals, we compared the distributions of varied amino acids along the 
protein. The spatial distribution of variability is nonrandom (also see Irwin et al. 
199 1). For both groups, there are highly conserved regions at positions 30-40, 70- 
80, 120- 150, 160- 190, and 260-280, most of which are associated with the outer 
surface of the protein (fig. 6). The locations of highly variable regions are also similar. 
The two most variable regions in both groups occur at positions 230-250 and near 
the carboxyl terminal end of the protein. The locations of conservative and variable 
domains in sharks match those identified by Howell ( 1989). 

A more detailed examination of the distribution of changes reveals that there 
may be slight differences in the relative variability of the three different domains- 
transmembrane, outer surface, and inner surface-between sharks and mammals. For 
each of the three domains identified by Howell ( 1989)) the fraction of varied sites in 
each domain, relative to whole protein, was estimated by using equation ( 1) (fig. 7). 
In both groups, the transmembrane and outer-surface domains are more and less 
varied, respectively, relative to the whole protein. A difference is apparent for the 
inner-surface domain. In sharks, this domain is less variable than is whole protein, 
whereas in mammals it is more variable. Contingency tests revealed, however, that 



Table 2 
Pairwise Distance Matrix of Number of Substitutions per 100 Nonsynonymous Sites (above Diagonal) and Corrected Number of Transversions 
per 100 Fourfold-degenerate Sites (below Diagonal) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

1. Sandbar . 
2. Smalltail . 
3. Blue . . . . 
4. Lemon . . . . 
5. Pacific bonnethead 
6. Atlantic bonnethead 
7. Hammerhead . 
8. Tiger . . . . 
9. White . . . 

10. Shortfin mako 
11. Longfinmako . . . . 
12. Porbeagle 
13. Horn . 

. 

0.7 2.7 1.8 2.6 2.8 2.7 4.7 11.7 10.3 10.7 
6.8 2.8 1.7 3.1 3.1 2.5 4.7 12.1 10.9 10.8 
6.0 8.2 2.9 3.9 3.9 3.6 5.7 11.3 10.4 10.2 
5.4 8.1 8.2 2.5 2.3 2.0 4.8 11.5 10.6 10.2 

10.9 12.2 13.6 13.4 0.5 0.9 5.8 12.7 11.9 11.5 
11.0 12.3 12.1 14.1 1.7 0.6 5.9 13.3 12.1 12.0 

9.2 9.7 9.5 10.0 5.3 6.6 5.9 13.3 12.1 12.0 
12.2 14.4 15.2 13.7 19.5 18.4 17.1 12.2 11.0 11.9 
62.3 68.3 56.1 60.2 65.1 62.3 59.3 54.3 4.6 3.8 
63.2 68.3 64.5 63.9 60.6 58.6 61.0 56.1 12.4 2.9 
61.1 61.4 56.7 61.7 63.3 61.3 59.8 64.9 15.3 11.0 
50.8 47.2 45.0 52.5 46.4 47.0 44.1 51.2 10.8 13.9 11.8 
43.8 43.0 36.5 36.8 47.9 43.2 36.2 43.6 41.3 41.2 43.3 

9.7 
10.6 
10.2 

9.5 
10.8 
11.4 
11.4 
10.8 

4.4 
5.6 
5.2 

11.7 
11.9 
12.7 
11.6 
11.9 
12.2 
12.2 
11.5 
12.2 
12.0 
11.5 
10.6 

37.7 
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FIG. 5.-Plot of amino acid evolution (log of K,) against the log of the number of transversions per 

site for sharks (unhlackcn~d squares) and mammals (blackcrwd circlet). Each point is independent and 
represents a branch length estimated by using least-squares analysis. Zero branch lengths were omitted from 
the analysis. The arrow identifies the porbeagle lineage (for explanation, see text). 

there were no significant differences in the number of varied sites among the three 
domains, either between sharks and mammals (x2 = 1.2, P = 0.56) or among segments 
within each domain (table 4). These results suggest that, although there appears to 
be greater heterogeneity in replacement rates among domains in sharks than among 
those in mammals (fig. 7), the difference is slight. 

Residues identified by mutational analysis as having important roles in deter- 
mining the structure and function of cytochrome b (including the four histidine residues 
involved in heme ligation, the binding sites for quinol, and residues involved in proton 
abstraction, redox catalysis, and contact interactions with other complex III proteins; 
Brand1 and Deber 1986; Howell et al. 1987; di Rago and Colson 1988; Hauska et al. 

Table 3 
Results from Regression Analysis of Log of Number of Nonsynonymous Substitutions per 
Site (i.e., K,) to Log of Number of Transversions per Four-fold-degenerate Site (see fig. 5) 

TAXA 

95% 
CONFIDENCE 

DEGREES LIMIT 
OF 

FREEDOM SLOPE Lower Upper y-INTERCEPT r2 P 

Sharks 18 1 .oo 0.65 1.34 -0.65 0.68 0.000 1 
Mammals 16 1.06 0.73 1.39 -0.73 0.76 0.000 1 
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FIG. 6.-Distribution of the varied amino acids along the protein, for sharks (upper histogram, un- 
blackened bars) and mammals (lower histogrum, bluckened bars). Values are counts of the number of 
varied sites per 10 residues divided by the total number of varied sites along the protein and multiplied by 
100 and are the percentage, of the total number of varied sites, accounted for by each block of 10 residues. 

The schematic map of the protein is based on the model by Howell ( 1989). 

1988; Howell and Gilbert 1988; Howell 1989; Dinauer et al. 199 1; Brown et al. 1992) 
are conserved, with few exceptions. There are large blocks of sequences that are identical 
between sharks and mammals. For many of the residues that are varied, many of the 
observed amino acid replacements have been conservative. 

There are, however, a number of nonconservative amino acid replacements in 
both groups. These changes may provide important clues about differential selection 
between groups, especially if we focus on regions known to be under strong structural 
and functional constraints. The outer-surface domains constitute most of the Q. re- 
action center involved in the transfer of electrons (Hatefi 1985 ). It is the least variable 
of the three domains, and therefore selection may be most evident here. The inner- 
surface domains constitute most of the Qi reaction center (Howell 1989) and, unlike 
the outer-surface, exhibit different levels of variability in sharks and mammals 
(fig. 7). 

On the basis of an assessment of the physiochemical effects-difference in polarity, 
hydrophobicity, volume, and charge-amino acid replacements tend to be slightly 
more conservative in sharks than in mammals (fig. 8). The biggest difference is seen 
in volume for the outer-surface domain. The maximum change in volume for amino 
acid replacements in sharks is less than the average change in volume in mammals. 
In addition, amino acid replacements that alter pK have occurred less frequently and 
tend to be of smaller effect in sharks than in mammals, for both the outer- and inner- 
surface domains. However, there is a greater number of replacement substitutions 
evident in the mammalian comparisons than in sharks, and this may account for the 
wider array of observed amino acid replacements in mammals. Thus, the small dif- 
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Protein domains 
FIG. 7.-Fractional change of the domain relative to the protein as a whole. Values for Rv were 

calculated by using equation ( 1) . Increasing positive values indicate greater variability, whereas increasing 
negative values indicate fewer varied sites, relative to the protein as a whole. 

ferences in the physiochemistry of amino acid changes between sharks and mammals 
may not reflect profound differences in selective regimes. 

Discussion 
Protein Evolution in Different Cellular Environments 

Absolute rates of amino acid replacement are very different in sharks and mam- 
mals. This difference can be almost entirely explained by the difference in nucleotide 
substitution rate between sharks and mammals. The rate of amino acid replacement 
per silent transversion is almost identical in the two groups (fig. 5) and appears to be 
constant within sharks and mammals, suggesting similarity in the proportion of sites 
that are free to vary both within and between these two divergent taxonomic groups. 
These results are consistent with the neutral theory of molecular evolution. 

Similarity in the pattern of conserved and variable domains lends support to this 
view. Furthermore, all of the functionally important residues identified by mutational 
analysis are conserved in sharks and mammals. These results suggest that the structure 
and function of cytochrome b are probably nearly identical in these two divergent 
vertebrate groups. Thus, despite considerable physiological, ecological, and molecular 
differences, sharks and mammals have strikingly similar patterns of molecular evolution 
in mitochondrial cytochrome b proteins. 

This result contrasts with predictions derived from biochemical studies of glycine 
cleavage system (GCS) (Moyes and Moon 1987) and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) 
(Yancey and Somero 1978) proteins in marine sharks. For these proteins there is a 
demonstrable urea effect (Moyes and Moon 1987; Yancey and Somero 1978). Urea 
adaptation is thought to result from a specific protein structure that accommodates 
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Table 4 
Contingency Tests of Differences, between Sharks 
and Mammals, in Number of Varied Sites among 
Segments within Transmembrane, Outer-Surface, 
and Inner-Surface Protein Domains 

Domain 
Degrees of 
Freedoma X2 P 

Transmembrane ....... 
Outer surface ......... 
Inner surface .......... 

7 8.8 0.26 
3 0.4 0.93 
4 3.2 0.53 

’ Segments are from Howell’s (1989) model of cytochrome b and in- 
clude eight transmembrane, four outer-surface, and five inner-surface seg- 
ments that comprise the three domains. Also see fig. 6. 

or resists denaturation (Yancey and Somero 1978). However, cytochrome b is not 
comparable to these two proteins, because, unlike GCS and LDH, which are both 
globular proteins (in which tertiary and quaternary structure are dependent solely on 
hydrogen bonds), cytochrome b is a transmembrane protein. Thus, the apparent lack 
of a urea effect for cytochrome b may reflect stabilization of secondary structures by 
membrane interactions. 

Alternatively, it is possible that urea adaptation may reside in few residues. If so, 
then the large number of cytochrome b sequence differences between sharks and 
mammals conspires to prohibit identification of the residues involved in urea adap- 
tation. Similar comparative analysis of other proteins from closely related ureosmotic 
and nonureosmotic elasmobranchs should permit better assessment of the role that 
this remarkable osmotic adaptation has played in macromolecular evolution. More- 
over, because urea interferes with hydrogen bonds, evolutionary analysis of proteins 
such as LDH and GCS in elasmobranchs and other taxa may provide unique insight 
into the biochemical mechanics of protein structure. 

The Protein Molecular Clock 

This analysis helps to explain why rates of amino acid evolution for particular 
proteins often appear constant over time, even though very different taxa are compared 
at different divergence times. Because, for a given protein, the fraction of sites that 
have small effects (sites free to vary) differs so slightly among taxa, and because it 
does not seem to change significantly as the protein evolves, the fraction of nearly 
neutral substitutions will be similar between groups and over time. If the mutation 
rate per year is similar among groups, then the rate of amino acid change will be 
similar between groups. 

Naturally, there will be exceptions to this pattern. The relative proportion of sites 
with large and small effects will probably change with gene duplications or acquisition 
of novel function. Physiological changes more severe than the differences between 
sharks and mammals may also depress the fraction of sites free to vary. In addition, 
as we show, rates of amino acid evolution depend in large part on mutation rates. It 
is likely that discrepancies in evolutionary rates of other mitochondrial proteins, 
whether detected between poikilotherms and homeotherms (Kocher et al. 1989; 
Thomas and Beckenbach 1989) or detected among divergent mammalian groups 
(Gillespie 1986, 1989), reflect differences in mutation rates rather than signal the 
influence of differential selection. 
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FIG. %-Average and maximum difference in physiochemical values for the amino acid replacements 

in the outer- and inner-surface domains, for sharks ( unbluckened bars) and mammals (blackened bars). 
Physiochemical differences are based on the values reported by Horimoto et al. ( 1990). P = polarity; H 
= hydrophobicity; V = volume (X 10); and pK = pK. 

Our results seem to be at odds with some studies of protein evolution that have 
included sharks. For example, the rate of hemoglobin evolution in sharks appears to 
be the same as that in other vertebrates (Nei 1987, fig. 4.5). Similar results were 
obtained for cytochrome c (Nei 1987, fig. 4.3). However, these conclusions were based 
on comparisons of proteins from single, highly divergent lineages (e.g., between a 
single species of shark and mammal). No estimate of hemoglobin or cytochrome c 
evolution within sharks has been made. Perhaps nuclear DNA mutation rates are 
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similar between sharks and mammals, or, if shark mutation rates are slower, then 
perhaps some nuclear-encoded proteins in sharks are under relaxed constraints. Al- 
ternatively, it is possible that the rates of amino acid evolution may appear constant 
across taxa, even when mutation rates differ because there was a burst of amino acid 
replacements coincident with the origination of sharks. As a result, a reduced mutation 
rate in sharks could be masked by the burst of evolution, when single, highly diverged 
lineages are compared. It is also possible that the sites that are free to vary in different 
taxonomic groups contain different sites (Fitch 197 1). Consequently, when divergent 
taxonomic groups are compared, differences in mutation rate may be masked by 
sequence differences where the variable sites of one group overlap sites that may be 
under stabilizing selection in the other group. This property may explain why the 
evolution of proteins (see Nei 1987, pp. 49, 58) appears linear across widely divergent 
vertebrates. These considerations underscore the need to distinguish between alternative 
hypotheses (e.g., differences in mutation rates vs. differences in constraints) when 
molecular divergences are to be explained. This is possible only by careful comparisons 
of the rate and pattern of molecular evolution within and between taxonomic groups. 
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APPENDIX 

Amino acid residue number 

Sandbar 
srfdk3il 

AINITHLIMHALVAILLGLIILTAISMWCLNIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDMQFVNATAFLLLILLTIILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 
AINITHLIMHALVAILHGLIILTAISMWCLNIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDMQFVNATAFLLLILLTVILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 

Blue AINITHLIMHALVAILLGLIILTAISMWCLNIALIIYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDIQFVNATAFLLLILLTVILLLI~AKSFSYLFFI 
Lemon AINITHLIMHALIAILLGLIILTAISMWCLNIALIVYLIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFINMQFVNATAFLLLILLTVILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 
P.bonnethead AIFITHLIMHALVAILLGLIILTAVSMWCLNIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFINTQFVNATAFLLLILLTIILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 
A.bonnethead 
Hammerhead 

AIFITHLIMHALVAILLGLIILTAVSMWCLNIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFINMQFVNATAFLLLILLTIILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 
AIFIMHLIMHALVAILLGLIILTAVSMWCLNIALIVYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFINMQFVNATAFLLLILLTVILLLINDAKSFSYLFFV 

Tiger AINITHLIIHTLIAILLGLIILTAISMWCLNIALIIYLIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFVNTQFVNATAFLLLILLTIILLLINDMKSMSYIFFA 
White AMNIIHLIMQTLIAIILGLVIVTAIT~TCLNIALVIYFIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDTQFVNATAFLLLIT~III~LNDMKSFIYAFLS 
Sf.Mako ALNITHLIVQTLIAIVLGLIIVTAISLWCLNIALIIYFIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDVQFVNATAFLLLITLMIIVLLLNDMKSFSYAFLT 
Lf.Mako ALNITHLIVQTLIAIILGLIIVTAISLVICLNIALVVYIIAGLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDTQFVNATAFLLLLIT~IV~LND~SFSYAFLT 
Porbeagle AMNITHLIMQVLIAIILGLVIITAISMWCLNIALVVYFIAGLYLYLYKIVIFLLVFIDTQFVNATAFLLLIILMIIILMLNDMKSFSYAFFI 
Horn ATNITHLIIHALVAIALVLAVLTAISLVICLNIALIIYLIAGLYLLKIVIFLLVFIDTQFINATAFLLLIILTMLFLLLNDMKPFTYIFFT 
Fallow -INISHMIVNAFIAISLGIILLTSTMTVTCIYMAMILFMVIITNEFVKATAFILIIALAMVLLTIPDAKPYTIIALL 
Pronghorn -INISHMIVNAFIAISLGIILLTATTTVTCIYMAMILFMVGGLYMFLIVIFTVMIITNEFVKATAFILIIALAMVLLTIPDAKPYTIIALL 
Blacktail -TNITHMIVNAFIAISLGIILLTSTMTVTCIYMAMILFMVLYTFLIVIFTWIITNEFVKATAFILIIALRMVLLTIPDAKPYTIIALL 
cow -TNISHMIVNAFIAISLGIILLTSTTTVTCIYMAMILYMVGGLYTFLIVILTVMIITNEFVKATAFILIIMIAMVLLTISDVKPYTISDVKPYTIIALL 
Goat -TNITHMIVNAFITISLGIILLTSTMTVTCIY~ILFMIGGLYTFLIVI~TMIITNEFV~TAFILIIT~LLTIPDTKPYTII~L 
Sheep -INITHMIVNAFIAISLGIILLTPTTTVTCIYMAMILFMVLLTIPDTKPYTIIAIL 
Dolphin -TNITHMILDAFITISLGLIMLTPTT~ACFY~ILY~~LY~QIVLLTWIITTE~~T~ILIIT~VLLTIP~YTIIGLL 
Pig -TNISHMIINAFIAISLGIILLTSTTTVTCWLAMILFIVGGLY~LIWF~IITDEFV~TAFILIITLAAVLMTISDMKPYTIIALF 
Mouse -TNMTHFIIHSFIAISLGVMVITSTMTVTCLYMAMILFLVGGLYTFnIVLFAVMIITTEFVKATAFILIIALAIVLLTLNDAKPYTIIILI 
Rat -TNISHFIIHSFIAISLGVHVLTSTMTVTCLYLANILFLVGGLYTFLV~LYTFL~I~FA~TITTE~~TAFILIIA~IVLLT~D~YTILVFM 
Human 
Elephant 

-TPMINMLIHSFITIALGAILTSPASTIATIYLAMILFLIIILATMIITDQYVSPTTFILIIALATLLLLLLITHSKTYTIALLL 
-TDISHLIIKSFITMTLGAITLTPTMTMSCIQLSILLYTIGNIYLYSTI~ITMIITNE~ALILTHILAGVLTLLTDSKPYTIFLLI 

111111111111111111111111111111111111122222222222222 
11111122233344445566666778889999999000001111122235556667777~SSSS9999999911111122223333 

2345892457890480790347780127819235035679023S9016892340479039134712569013456S902356805670345 
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Sandbar 
Smalltail 
Lemon 
Blue 
P.bonnethead 
A.bonnethead 
Hammerhead 
Tiger 
White 
Sf.Mako 
Lf.Mako 
Porbeagle 
Horn 
Fallow 
Pronghorn 
Blacktail 
cow 
Goat 
Sheep 
Dolphin 
Pig 
Mouse 
Rat 
Human 
Elephant 

Amino acid residue number 

2222222222222222222222222222233333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 
333344444445555555666778889990000000111111122222223333334444455555666666677777777778~ 
67891234679034578945835025367013457903457903456781234568012345156~90147~1235679012345678901 

MIFFAVFAFMNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFFIMLVLHTQRSTIFMTQIFFLVANSIIGEQFIMVIISSLFIIMLTSWWENKILSLN 
MIFFAALAFMNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFFIMLVLHTQRSTIFMTQILFFVANSIIGEQFI~IISSLFIIMFTSWWENKILSLN 
MIFLATLAFTNLDAEFIP~TH~FALILLFFIML~LHTQR~IIFLTQIFFF~AN~IIGEQFI~II~~LFIIMFTS~CENKILSLN 
MIFFATLAFMNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFFIMLVLHTQRSTIFMTQIFFLVANFLIGEQF~IISALFIIMFAGWCENKILSLN 
MIFFTTLAFMNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFFIMLVLHTQRSNIFLTQIFFLVANSIIGEQFITWISSLFIIMFASWCENKILsLN 

MIFFAVLTFINLDAEFIPVTHWLAFILLFLIMLVLQTQRSTIFMTQILFFVANSIIGEQFI~IISSMFIIIFASWCENKILSLN 
LLILGILAFLNLDTEFIPVTHWFALILLFLIMLVFHTQRSSTFLTQVFFIVANMLVGEQFILIIISSLFIAILAGWWENKILGLN 
LLILGVLAFLNLEAEFIPVTHWFALILLFLIMLVFHTQRSSTFLTQIFFTVTNMLIGEQFILIIISSLFIALLAG~ENKILNLN 
LLILGALAFLNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFLILLVLHTQRSSTFLTQVFFIVTNMLVGEQFILIIITSLFI~LAG~ENKILSLN 
LLLLGILTLLNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFLIMLVLHTQRSSTFLTQIFFTVANMLIGEQFILIIISSLFWILTGWWENKILSLN 
MTLFGALVFLNLDAEFIPVTHWFALILLFLMLLVFHTQRTNTFLTQLLFTVANTIIGEQFIFIIITSLFIITFISWCENKILSLN 
MILVMMLVFSDVDPDYTPNTLWFALILVLLIIFMLHTQRSMMFFSQCLFIVADLLTGEHFIIILILLIIVL~TSTIQNNLLKw- 
MILAMMLVFSDLDPDYTPNTHWFALILVLLIIFMLHTQRSMMFFSQCLFIVADLLTGEHFIIILIMLIIVLMVTSTIENNLLKW- 
LTLFMLLVFADLDPDYTPNTHCFALILVLLIVLMLHTQRS~FFSQCLFIVAHLLTGEHFIIILILLIIVLMVTSTIENNLLK-- 
LILAMLLVFADLDPDYTPNTHWFALILAFLIALILHTQRS~FLSQCLFAVADLLTGEHYITILVLLLIVLMTAGTIENKLLKW- 
LILVMLLVFTDLDPDYTPNTHWFALILVLLIVLVFHTQRS~FISQCMFIVADLLTGEHYIIILIMLIIVMMVASTIENNLLKW- 
LILIMLLVFTDLDPDYTPNTHWFALILVLLWIMLHTQRS~FISQCMFIVADLLTGEHYIIILIMLIIVMMVASIIENNLLKW- 
LILTLALTFTDLDPDYTPSTHWFALILLLLIIFIMQTQRS~FFSQLLFVIADLLTGEHYIIVLILLLIVLMTAGLIENKLLKW- 
MMLILILVFSDLDPDYTPNTHWFALILVALIILMMHTQRGMMFLSQCLFMVADLITGEHFIIILILLIIVLMITSIIENNLLKW- 
MFLIMTLVFFDMDPDYMPNTHWFALILILLIALMFHTQRSLMFITQILYIVANLLIGEHFIIILISSIIILMISGIIEDKMLKL- 
LLLFMTLVFFDLDPDYTPNTHWFALIVILLIAFLFHTQRSLTFITQILYIVANLLVGEHFIIILIsSIIILMISGIVED~LKW- 
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